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Abstract— Web usage mining focuses on the discovering of
potential knowledge from the browsing patterns of the users. It
leads us to find the correlation between pages in the analysis
stage. The primary data source used in web usage mining is the
server log-files (web-logs). Browsing web pages by the user
leaves a lot of information in the log-file. Analyzing log-files
information drives us to understand the behavior of the user.
Web-logs include web server access logs and application
server logs. Web-log is an essential part for web mining to
extract the usage patterns and study the visiting characteristics
of user. Our proposal focus on the use of web mining
techniques to classify web pages type according to user visits.
This classification helps us to understand the user behavior.
Also we will use some classification and association rule
techniques for discovering the potential knowledge from the
browsing patterns.

Using standard data mining techniques such as clustering
and association rules , aparticular user may be associated with
other users exhibiting similar behavior patterns and
preferences. Then this user may be offered specialized links
and sales opportunities tailored to his or her own preferences,
based on information provided by the clustering or association
rule algorithms. For example, the e-vendor may provide a
choice of items to the user based on items the user has already
browsed. “Customers who bought this book also bought . . . ”
(from Amazon.com, arguably the world leaderin applied web
usage mining). Recommendation making is one of the most
common
applications of knowledge gained through web usage
mining.[23]
Web Usage Mining is a special type of web mining tool,
which can discover the knowledge in the hidden browsing
patterns and analyses the visiting characteristics of the user. It
is a complete process that includes various stages of data
mining cycle, including Data Preprocessing, Pattern Discovery
& Pattern Analysis [6]. Initially, the web log is preprocessed to
clean, integrate and transform into a common log. Later, Data
mining techniques are applied to discover the interesting
characteristics in the hidden patterns. Pattern Analysis is the
final stage of web usage mining which can validate interested
patterns from the output of pattern discovery [1,2].

Keywords— Web mining; web usage mining; classification,
association rule; log-file, web-log, user behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

eb mining is the application of data mining techniques
to extract knowledge from web data; it includes web
content mining, web structure mining and web usage mining.
“Web usage mining is the application of data mining
techniques to discover usage patterns from Web data, in order
to understand and better serve the needs of Web-based
applications.” Note that web usage mining differs from web
structure mining and web content mining,

In the pre-processing stage, the data is cleaned and
partitioned into a set of user transactions representing the
activities of each user during different visits to the site [8].
Other sources of knowledge such as the site content or
structure may also be used in pre-processing or to enhance
user transaction data.

In that web usage mining reflects the behavior of humans as
they interact with the Internet. Because of this, web usage
mining is of intense interest for e-marketing and e-commerce
professionals. Analysis of user behavior can provide insights
leading to customization and personalization of a user’s web

In the pattern discovery stage, statistical, database, and
machine learning operations are performed to obtain hidden
patterns reflecting the typical behavior of users, as well as
summary statistics on Web resources, sessions, and users [5].
In the final stage of the process, the discovered patterns and
statistics are further processed, filtered, possibly resulting in
aggregate user models that can be used as input to applications
such as recommendation engines, visualization tools, and Web
analytics and report generation tools figure 1 summarize the
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transaction record that is appended to an ASCII text file on the
web server. This text file may be comma-delimited, spacedelimited, or tab-delimited.[23]

process [3,4].

A standard log-file has the following format:

remotehost; logname; username; date; request; status code;
bytes where:
 remotehost: This field consists of the Internet IP
address of the remote host making the request,such as
141.243.1.172”. If the remote host name is available
through a DNS lookup,this name is provided, such as
“wpbfl2-45.gate.net.” to obtain the domain name of
the remote host rather than the IP address,the server
must submit a request, using the Internet domain
name system (DNS) to resolve (i.e., translate) the IP
address into a host name. Since humans prefer to
work with domain names and computers are most
efficient with IP addresses, the DNS system provides
an important interface between humans and
computers.

Fig. 1: the web usage mining process
Before we begin we must familiarize ourselves with the
types of data forms available for the analysis of user behavior.
Web usage information takes the form of web server log files,
or web logs. For each request from a user’s browser to a web
server, a response is generated automatically, called a web log
file, log file, or web log (not to be confused with blogs, of
course, which are essentially web journals, sometimes, called
web logs).



logname: This field is used to store the authenticated
client user name, if it is required. The logname field
was designed to contain the authenticated user name
information that a client needs to provide to gain
access to directories that are password protected. If
no such information is provided, the field
defaults to a hyphen.



username: is the username with which the user has
authenticated himself,



date/time: field format:[DD:HH:MM:SS] where DD
represents the day of the month and HH:MM:SS
represents the 24-hour time, However,it is more
common for the date/time field to follow the
following format: “DD/Mon/YYYY:HH:MM:SS
offset,” where the offset is a positive or negative
constant indicating in hours how far ahead of or
behind the local server is from Greenwich MeanTime
(GMT). For example, a date/time field of
“09/Jun/1988:03:27:00 -0500” indicates that a
request was made to a server at 3:27 a.m. on June 9,
1988, and the server is 5 hours behind GMT.



HTTP request: The HTTP request field consists of
the information that the client’s browser has
requested from the web server.

II. WEB SERVER LOG FILES
Before we begin we must familiarize ourselves with the
types of data forms available for the analysis of user behavior.
Web usage information takes the form of web server log files,
or web logs. For each request from a user’s browser to a web
server, a response is generated automatically, called a web log
file, log file, or web log (not to be confused with blogs, of
course, which are essentially web journals, sometimes called
web logs).

The entire HTTP request field is contained within quotation
marks. Essentially, this field may be partitioned into four
areas:
(1) the request method.

This response takes the form of a simple single-line
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(2) the uniform resource identifier (URI).
(3) the header.
(4) the protocol.
The most common request method is GET, which represents
a request to retrieve data that are identified by the URI.
Status code: The status code field provides a three-digit
response from the web server to the client’s browser,
indicating the status of the request. A sample of the possible
status codes that a web server could send follows.

1- Successful transmission (200 series)
Indicates that the request from the client was received,
understood, and completed.
200: success
201: created
202: accepted
204: no content
2- Redirection (300 series)
Indicates that further action is required to complete the
client’s request.
301: moved permanently
302: moved temporarily
303: not modified
304: use cached document

Fig. 2: Portion of a typical server log

III. PHASES OF WEB USAGE MINING
Web Usage Mining has been defined as the application of
data mining techniques to large Web data repositories in order
to extract usage patterns, namely the visitor behavior [7]. As
further step, pattern discovery and patter analysis allow for
profiling users and their preferences. For that statistical
methods play a fundamental role. It is definitively possible to
identify suitable attributes and main features characterizing a
typology of users, thus providing a Web personalization [11].
Statistical methods could be classification, association rules
and clustering analysis.

3- Client error (400 series)
Indicates that the client’s request cannot be fulfilled, due to
incorrect syntax or a missing file.
400: bad request
401: unauthorized
403: forbidden
404: not found
4-Server error (500 series)
Indicates that the web server failed to fulfill what was
apparently a valid request.
500: internal server error
501: not implemented
502: bad gateway
503: service unavailable.

A. Phase 1: Preprocessing:
Main task of user profiling is to organize data such to
collect consistent information about the users. A distinction
can be made between explicit information and implicit
information: the former is derived from the data provided by
the user filling any type of application form, whereas the latter
can be induced by the log-files, the cookies as well as any
other method of tracking the web navigation [18]. The data
can be collected at two levels. First, at the Server level, data
are memorized into log-files, recording all the activities of the
Server such for instance; the Web page selections. One
problem is that some information cannot be captured by the
Server, as is the case of the caching where users visualizes
pages that are already loaded in the computer memory[10].

 Bytes: The transfer volume field indicates the size of the
file (web page, graphics file, etc.),in bytes, sent by the web
server to the client’s browser. Only GET requests that have
been completed successfully (Status = 200) will have a
positive value in the transfer volume field. Otherwise, the
field will consist of a hyphen or a value of zero. This field
is useful for helping to monitor the network traffic, the load
carried by the network throughout the 24-hour cycle is the
content-length of the document transferred[24].

The cookies are very useful for the tracking activity as in
fact they keep memory of the Web navigation in a text file sent

The following figure is a fragment of a common log-file:
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of times the user has accessed a web page and time
to the user browser [9]. One of the drawbacks is imputed to the
out defines a time limit for the access of particular
privacy, indeed the user could cancel the cookies from the own
web page for more than 30 minutes if more the
computer so that the link with the Server can be lost. At the
session will be divided in more than one session.
Client level, instead, the so-called agents are suitable
applications to memorize huge data sets recording the browser
activity. Such applications can be included directly in the Session Identification Procedure
browser tool box but the analysis cannot be complete as the The session identification procedure may be summarized as follows:
browser cannot catch the whole Web navigation.
1) For each distinct user identified in the preceding
Both implicit and explicit information can be jointly
section, assign a unique session ID.
considered although they keep a fundamental distinction [19].
2) Define the timeout threshold t.
Whereas data for the explicit information is collected in a
3) For each user, perform the following:
proper form for the statistical analysis, data for the implicit
information need a pre-processing process. This includes the
a. Find the time difference between every two
following activities with their brief description.
consecutive web log entries.
19B

20B

21B

2B

b.

Several problems exist during the preprocessing phase
where log-files are transformed into a form that is suitable for
mining. The following are preprocessing tasks that have been
identified:

If this difference exceeds the threshold t,
assign a new session ID to the later entry.
23B

4) Sort the entries by session ID.[5]
24B

1) Data Cleaning: The log-file is first examined to Sessionization heuristics fall into two basic categories:
remove irrelevant entries such as those that represent
multimedia data and scripts or uninteresting entries Time-oriented heuristics apply either global or local time-out estimates
such as those that belong to top/bottom frames.
to distinguish between consecutive sessions.
Example:
2) Page view Identification: Identification of page views
is heavily dependent on the intra-page structure of the
User:pc1
site, as well as on the page contents and the
Session1
underlying site do-main knowledge. each page view
05:1
Education
can be viewed as a collection of Web objects or
0
http://www.databaseanswers.org
pc1
resources representing a specific “user event,”.
1B

12B

05:2
2

3) User Identification: Since several users may share a
single machine name, certain heuristics are used to
identify users; we use the phrase user activity record
to refer to the sequence of logged activities belonging
to the same user. In general, the user identification
procedure could be used to identify users:
13B

a.
b.
c.

d.

07:43
07:44
07:50

http://database.firstnormalform.htm
Session2
http://www.aljazeera.net/news/arabic
http://www.aljazeera.net/news

pc1

Education

Pc1
Pc1

News
News

Pc1

Social

http://www.complete-review.com/

User2:pc2

Sort the web log file by ID address and then
by time stamp.

05:1
3
05:1
7
05:2
6
05:3
0

14B

For each distinct ID address, identify each
agent as belonging to a different user.
For each user identified in step 2, apply
path information garnered from the referrer
field and the site topology to determine
whether this behavior is more likely the
result of two or more users.

Session1
http://www.dotnetperls.com

Pc2

http://www.dotnetperls.com/data
http://www.java2s.com

Pc2
Pc3

http://www.java2s.com/.htm

Pc3

Education
Education
Education
Education

Session2

Fig. 3: Example of sessionization with a time-oriented
heuristic

To identify each user, combine the user
identification information from steps 1 to 3
with available cookie and registration
information.[5]

 Path Completion: Not all page views seen by the user are
recorded in the web server log. For example, many people
use the “Back” button on their browsers to return to a page
viewed previously.

4) Session identification :aims to split the page access of
each user into separated sessions. defines the number
18B
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classification. Here are the four techniques:
 Sequential-pattern-mining-based:
Allows
the
discovery of temporally ordered Web access patterns.

previously cached locally rather than accessing the web server
again. This leads to “holes,” missing pages, in the web server’s
record of the user’s path through the Web site.Knowledge of
site topology must be applied to complete these paths, in a
process known as path completion.
Once the missing pages have been identified, they are
inserted into the session file along with an estimate of the
duration spent on the missing page. These duration estimates
may be classified according to whether the missing page is a
navigation page, with a shorter duration estimate, or a content
page, with a longer duration estimate [23].



Association-rule-mining-based:
among Web pages type.



Clustering-based:
characteristics.



Classification-based: Groups users into predefined
classes based on their characteristics.

Groups

Finds

users

correlations

with

similar

 Transaction Identification: Once a session of completed
paths is determined, page references must be grouped into
logical units representing Web transactions before any
mining can be carried out.
These operations can be crucial for a correct identification
of the initial data set. It depends on the state of the dataset
and the purposes of the analysis. Pre-processing is an
important step of Web Mining, as it is fundamental for
identifying uniquely sessions and/or users [16]. Some
situations represent an obstacle to the correct identification of
users and/or sessions.
 Single IP address – more sessions: It is not evident that to
one single IP address does not correspond necessarily one
session and one user. Indeed, if the provider uses a Proxy
Server then to a single IP address it can correspond more
requests of different users;

Fig. 4: Web Log Mining System Structure

 More sessions – single IP address: In order to secure the
privacy of navigators some providers or applications assign
the same IP address to more requests (also from the same
user), thus it is impossible to consider a single IP address to
a single user;

C. Phase 3: Applying Mining Results
26B

The last phase of WUM involves the analysis and translation
of mining results into useful actionable tasks such as the
following:

 More IP addresses – single User: An user can connect to
the same Web site by more internet points, thus allowing for
tracking the Web site paths of each connection;
 More browsers – single User: It is sufficient that the user
navigation is through another browser so that it is
considered as a new user from the Agent [17].
In this work, we assumed that each address/agent/operating
system as a single user, also we added the login information to
the log file to get user name
B. Phase 2: Mining
There are four main mining techniques that can be applied to
Web access logs to extract knowledge, but we will focus on
algorithms based on association rule mining (ARM) and
ISSN: 2074-1294
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Re-design Websites so that correlated pages type are
found together.



Improve access time by perfecting pages types
frequently accessed sequentially.



Improve caching by storing pages types frequently
revisited.



Enhance surfing experience by relocating pages in
such a way that users need not visit unnecessary
pages types to get to their desired pages.
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algorithms such as decision trees, naive Bayesian classifiers, knearest neighbor classifiers, and Support Vector Machines.

IV. WEB LOGS
A Web server log is an important source for performing Web
Usage Mining because it explicitly records the browsing
behavior of site visitors. The data recorded in server logs
reflects the (possibly concurrent) access of a Web site by
multiple users. These log-files can be stored in various formats
one of these formats is shown in figure 5.

Classification techniques play an important role in Web
analytics applications for modeling the users according to
various predefined metrics. In the Web domain, one is
interested in developing a profile of users belonging to a
particular class or category [1, 5]. This requires extraction and
selection of features that best describe the properties of a given
class or category. We will focus on k-nearest neighbor (K-NN)
which was considered as a predictive technique for
classification models. Whereas; k represents a number of
similar cases or the number of items in the group.

However, the site usage data recorded by server logs may not
be completely reliable due to the presence of various levels of
caching within the Web environment. Cached page views are
not stored in a server log. Also, any essential information will
not be available in a server log sometimes [15]. The Web
server logs can also store other kinds of usage information
such as cookies and query data in separate logs.

In K-NN technique the training data in the model when a
new case or instance is presented to the model, the algorithm
looks at all data to find a subset of cases that one most similar
to it and uses them to predict the outcome. Using
classification on server logs may lead to the discovery of
interesting rules such as: 30% of users who placed an online
order in /Product/Music are in the 18-25 age groups and live
on the West Coast.

Cookies are tokens generated by the Web server for
individual client browsers in order to automatically track the
site visitors. Tracking of individual users is not an easy task
due to the stateless connection model of the HTTP protocol.
Cookies rely on implicit user cooperation and thus have raised
growing concerns regarding user privacy. Query data is also
usually generated by online visitors while searching for sites
types relevant to their information needs [11]. Besides usage
data, the server side also provides content data, structure
information and Web page meta-information (such as the size
of a file and its last modified time).
Time

URL

User

05:10

http://www.databaseanswers.org

pc1

Type
Education

05:13

http://www.dotnetperls.com

Pc2

Education

05:17

http://www.dotnetperls.com/data

Pc2

Education

05:22

http://database.firstnormalform.htm

pc1

Education

05:26

http://www.java2s.com

Pc3

Education

05:30

http://www.java2s.com/.htm

Pc3

Education

07:30

http://www.ferryhalim.com/orisinal/

Pc2

Entertainment

07:33

http://www.ferryhalim.com/oris.htm

pc2

Entertainment

07:40

http://www.complete-review.com/

Pc3

Social

07:42

http://www.complete.com/main.html

Pc3

Social

07:43

http://www.aljazeera.net/news/arabic

Pc1

News

07:44

http://www.aljazeera.net/news

Pc1

News

07:50

http://www.aljazeera.net/news/pages

Pc1

News

VI. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING TECHNIQUES
Association rule mining discovery and statistical correlation
analysis can find groups of web pages types that are commonly
accessed together (Association rule mining can be used to
discover correlation between pages types found in a web log),
This, in turn, enables Web sites to organize the site content
more professionally [12].
Most common approaches to association discovery are based
on the Apriori algorithm. This algorithm finds groups of items
(page-views appearing in the preprocessed log) occurring
frequently together in many transactions (i.e., satisfying a user
specified minimum support threshold). Such groups of pages
types are referred to as frequent datasets. Association rules
which satisfy a minimum confidence threshold are then
generated from the frequent datasets.
For example, association rule discovery using the Apriori
algorithm [14] (or one of its variants) may disclose a
correlation between users who visited a page containing
electronic products to those who access a page about sporting
equipment. Away from being applicable for business and
marketing applications, the presence or absence of such rules
can help Web designers to restructure their Web site. The
association rules may also serve as a heuristic for prefetching
documents in order to reduce user-perceived latency when
loading a page from a remote site.

Fig. 5: Simulated web server logs.

V. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Classification is the task of mapping a data item into one of
several predefined classes [13]. In the web domain, the user
may develop a profile which belongs to a particular class or
category. This requires extraction and selection of features that
best describe the properties of the given class or category.
Classification can be done by using supervised learning
ISSN: 2074-1294
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Discovers the correlations between pages types that are most
often referenced together in a single server session provide the
information to answer such questions as:
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What are the set of pages types frequently accessed
together by web users?



What page type will be fetched next?

Volume 8, 2014

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS OF
USING ASSOCIATION RULES
A. Prepare the simulated log-file
We convert the log files into a flat Excel file with extension
xls, whereas, shown in the table:

Fig.7. Adding library to at the solution explorer
C. Browsing to downloaded library by adding
 LinqToExcel.dll
 Remotion.Data.Linq.dll

Fig 8 browsing to library references
D. Import log-file database to the application.

Fig. 6. Simulated excel web server log

B. Connecting C# to log-file table
We used C# programming language to import log-file table to
the application by using Linq to Excel .Net library .

Fig. 10. Loading web server log
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E. Extract the transactional database of web sever log for
every user where every transaction represnts a session.

Volume 8, 2014

VIII. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS WORK
In this work we extracted a potential knowledge from the
log-files while browsing patterns via users accessing web
pages types. We used classification techniques to classify web
pages that have been visited by users. For instance, if the user
visited many pages randomly these pages can be classified in
many profiling classes such as sports, economic, political, etc.
Suppose that this user visited sports pages 3 times, economic,
political pages one time, and then we can say that this user has
a sporty behavior. Association rule mining is used as well to
find the correlation between these web pages.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper has tried to provide the important of the rapidly
growing area of Web Usage mining. With the growth of Webbased applications, particularly, there is a significant interest in
analyzing Web usage data to better understand Web usage
data, and apply the knowledge to better serve users. The web
data source used in web usage mining is the server log-files
(web-logs). It contained all the information that the user leaves
when accessing the web pages. Web logs are preprocessed to
clean, integrate and transform into a common log. Later, Data
mining techniques are applied to discover the interesting
characteristics in the hidden patterns. Pattern Analysis is
applied which can validate interested patterns from the output
of pattern discovery.

Fig. 11,Sample of Transaction database for user pc1
F. find the association rules of user behavior
The below figure illustrates the Rule Mining results after
applying the Apriori algorithm to the transactional database of
the identified user.

We used statistical methods such as classification,
association rule mining discovery and statistical correlation
analysis which can find groups of web pages types that are
commonly accessed together. Classification is used to map the
data item into one of several the predefined classes. The class
will belongs into one category such as sport or politics or
education or..etc. In this paper, the selecting criteria of the
features that best describe the properties of a given class or
category is conducted via k-nearest neighbor (K-NN)
algorithm.
Association rule mining can be used to discover correlation
between sites types found in a web log. This, in turn, enables
web sites to organize the site content more efficiently [10, 11].
Web data are a real source to analyze the user behavior in the
web. An important step is preprocessing of the web data in the
web log-files It also allow us to find the unknown patterns that
must be validated or rejected by an expert in a wide
professionalism after investigation to help us personalize any
web site.
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